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In the past I already explained 1 way to share an SQVI query (which was a bit more
elaborated and took a bit more effort to do so).
See my previous blogpost:
http://sapuniversity.eu/how-to-share-an-sqvi-query-in-sap/
The advantage of the above method is that it’s a more official way of actually converting an
SQVI Query into a SQ01 query which is shared with a certain user group.
However, suppose you just want to quickly share a query you build (just to analyse and test a
certain bug which now is fixed –so you’ll probably do not need this query once the fix in your
production system) with some people and therefore are not looking for an ‘official’ method to
share the SQVI query as SQ01 query.
Then the following approach is definitely the quickest way I recently figured out 
Suppose I have created several SQVI queries and I need to share the following one with 1 or
more colleagues:

Launching this query allows me to identify all relevant function profiles for a specific
business role.
So running this query for e.g. the standard business role SALESPRO shows me the following
output:

PS: the join and selection parameters of this particular query look as follows (just for your
convenience):

Ok.
Now we’ll do the trick.
In order to share a SQVI query, perform following steps:
Step 1: simply select the Query, and next – in the menu, select :
QuickView  Additional Functions  Generate Program

Step 2 : Then in the menu, select “QuickView”  Additional Functions  Display Report
Name
So this will show you the report name you just generated in step 1.

So the report name shown is: AQCSSYSTQV000022ZBUSROLPROFILE
When I now run SE38 and enter this report name

Executing this report shows me the SQVI query I showed you earlier:

So the only thing you need to do is COPY the report name, and send it by email to you
colleague, who then will be able to use your SQVI query.
Cheers
Davy Pelssers

